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Emergency Management 
Handbook: The First of 
Its Kind
By Kay Goss

The books and articles on emergency management 
usually are introductory, focused on a single aspect, 
or limited in their coverage. The Emergency Management Handbook is for 
practitioners by practitioners as are all of the publications of Oklahoma State 
University’s long-time publisher: Fire Protection Publications (FPP).

Emergency management is a high-growth business and market. According to 
the most recent statistics from the U.S. Department of Homeland Security-Feder-
al Emergency Management Agency (DHS-FEMA), over 130 institutions of higher 
education in the nation now offer degree or certificate programs in emergency 
management. 

To address the rapidly changing guidance, processes, and reorganizations of 
the emergency management profession, a bonus disc is included with the Emer-
gency Management Handbook for real-time access to official documents, other 
web site references, and documents too large for the book. In the future, FPP 
will be establishing a web site so that timely updates can be made after the book 
is published. These updates will assist readers in staying current with new rules, 
regulations, best practices, and lessons learned. An Instructor’s Guide will also 
be developed.

In the view of the IFSTA validation committee, emergency management ap-
plies to all hazards (natural, human-caused, or technical) through a strong fed-
eral-state-local partnership (all-hands). Comprehensive emergency management 
could include an almost endless list of activities and concerns. Additionally, the 
Emergency Management Handbook deals with all phases of emergency man-
agement: prevention, preparedness, mitigation, response, and recovery.

While the all-hazards approach was challenged after the September 11, 2001, 
terrorist attacks, it was restored to its original premier position after the 2004 and 
2005 hurricane seasons. It became dramatically clear that emergency managers 
must prepare for all hazards, and the processes and procedures for each are much 
the same.
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The Challenge of Changing our 
Culture
I recently had the opportunity to view an online slide show of a series of 
photographs of a firefighter surviving a flashover encountered in a rescue 
attempt. After single-handedly rescuing a mother from a second-story window, 
the firefighter had reentered the structure through a nearby window — alone 
and without a hoseline — to search for children in the adjoining room. What 
he entered was visibly and undoubtedly an atmosphere untenable to life. Any 
person in that room could not have survived such an atmosphere and most 
likely either would be dead when rescued or would have died shortly thereafter. 
Unfortunately and tragically, the children did indeed die. The purpose of the 
presentation (and in fact what was celebrated) was to demonstrate how the 
protective clothing and breathing apparatus performed exactly as designed and 
allowed the firefighter to escape injury. Thank God it did. 

It is difficult for me to write about this incident, but it serves as such 
a great example of the challenge we face in balancing best intentions with 
sound decisions. Make no mistake; I of all people have no right to point an 
accusatory finger. In my own career, I regretfully can point to many incidents 
where I very easily could have been injured or killed by my own unsafe ac-
tion. It is not my intent to play Monday morning quarterback — that is hardly 
fair or productive. However, there continues to be “an elephant in the room” 
in our service, and we have reached a point where we must be willing (in our 
fire departments and fire service organizations) to point and say “look.” 

In this case I can easily empathize with the firefighter who undoubtedly took 
action based on purely unselfish and courageous motives. So, while the action 
was understandable, was it acceptable? In the U.K. Fire Service, a great deal of 
emphasis and time are spent engraining the critical importance of constant risk 
assessment into the minds of firefighters and fire officers. After reviewing the 
same series, a good friend of mine in the U.K. noted the following: 

. . . the individual concerned did appear to be particularly reckless and certainly 
put himself in grave danger and endangered the lives of any colleagues that 
might have been needed to rescue him. As you say, in the UK (I hope) we have 
firmly drilled it into our firefighters not to take unnecessary risks - “we will only 
risk our lives to save saveable lives” is our mantra in (his Brigade) . . . 

Ironically, he went on to give credit to one of our own, “. . . and many 
thanks to Alan Brunacini for that.” What others around the world have “firm-
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ly drilled” into their firefighters appears unfortunately (as with this event) 
not to be the case in our service. I don’t mean to imply that it is the rule; 
there are indeed departments and individuals who do apply this philosophy 
in action. But what is obvious is that it has not been enculturated (or cultur-
ally engrained) throughout our service. This is not my observation alone. The 
first Firefighter Life Safety Initiative is to “Define and advocate the need for a 
cultural change within the fire service relating to safety; incorporating leader-
ship, management, supervision, accountability and personal responsibility.”1 
There is clearly a consensus that this is a key to achieving significant reduc-
tions in firefighter injuries and line-of-duty deaths. Cultural change to impact 
safety — an incredible challenge and we owe it to each other not to fail in that 
effort. 

In his book Good to Great, Jim Collins notes “good is the enemy of great,” 
and in our case the overall life safety experience for our service is not even 
good! He also notes that successful transition to greatness requires a culture 
of discipline:

It all starts with disciplined people (followed by) disciplined thought. You 
need the discipline to confront the brutal facts of reality, while retaining 
resolute faith that you can and will create a path to greatness. . . Finally, we 
have disciplined action, (and the) order is important. (Unsuccessful compa-
nies) often try to jump to disciplined action. But disciplined action without 
self-disciplined people is impossible to sustain, and disciplined action with-
out disciplined thought is a recipe for disaster.2

As a collective, we have shown across our service a desire for change 
— to dramatically reduce the number of firefighter deaths and injuries. We 
have developed initiatives and programs, worked diligently, and sacrificed 
to reach consensus standards. We have also improved and broadened train-
ing programs and raised the bar in higher education. All of these are among 
so many other efforts designed to support our own desire for greatness — to 
significantly reduce firefighter deaths and injuries. In our own case at IFSTA 
and FPP, we have enculturated safety in our organizational values and in the 
materials that we provide for you and your organization. Throughout our 
own manuals, such as Chief Officer, Company Officer, the Driver Opera-
tor Handbooks, or with the new Essentials 5th, you will see the importance 
placed on each individual’s responsibility within the organization to ensure 
and promote safety. We are not unique. So many fire service organizations 
have diligently worked to develop their own programs and to play an active 
and integral part in a national movement. Yet through it all, how do we (as 
a service) achieve and sustain a reduction in firefighter injuries and deaths? 
Where’s the missing link? 

As Dennis Compton notes, change is dependent not only on leadership 
commitment and enthusiasm but active participation from all members of the 
organization as well3, and self-discipline is the key towards meeting the goals 
necessary to institute and enculturate that change.4 What it really boils down 
to is this: We can reach the goal nationwide of reducing firefighter deaths 
and injuries by 50 percent in the next few years if we discipline ourselves to 
commit to safety in all operations and then hold each other accountable at all 
levels in the organization.

As Chief Compton also noted, significant change can take considerable 
time to institutionalize to the point that we begin to see changes in individual 
behavior and performance.5 We need to remain committed during these early 
stages of our national effort — it is a noble and righteous effort that genera-
tions of firefighters will look back on in admiration and gratitude in the de-
cades to come. It is important to stay committed to a personal discipline and 
keep informed and active in this national endeavor. You can be assured we at 
IFSTA and FPP will be right beside you supporting you in your efforts. 

Be safe!
Chris Neal

1 National Fallen Firefighters Foundation, 16 Firefighter Lifesafety Initiatives. 
Retrieved May 10, 2007, from Everyone Goes Home: Firefighter Lifesafety 
Initiatives Web site: http://www.everyonegoeshome.com/initiatives.html

2 Collins, Jim (2001). Good to Great. New York, NY: HarperCollins. p-126
3 Compton, Dennis (2000). When in Doubt, Lead . . . Part 2: The Leaders 

Guide to Personal and Organizational Development in the Fire Service. 
Stillwater, OK: Fire Protection Publications – Oklahoma State University. 
p-45

4 ibid. p-4
5 ibid. p-48
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MFRI Report on Fire 
Training Safety 
Provides Useful 
Guidelines
The Maryland Fire and Rescue Institute 
recently released a study titled Health and 
Safety Guidelines for Firefighter Training that 
reviews an extensive body of research on firefighter health, injuries, and safety.

The goal of the project is to provide a tool to reduce the number of train-
ing-related injuries and deaths nationwide for professional and volunteer depart-
ments alike. According to an eight-year study conducted by USFA from 1997 
through 2004, an average of 103 firefighters die per year. Of those, approximately 
11 die during training exercises. (This estimate excludes the 343 firefighters who 
died Sept. 11, 2001).

The MFRI, part of the University of Maryland’s Center for Firefighter Safety 
Research and Development, partnered with VivoMetrics Government Services 
(VGS) to conduct the study, which was funded by the Department of Homeland 
Security Office of Grants and Training through the Assistance to Firefighters 
Grant. VGS established and oversaw the testing processes and data and biostatis-
tical analysis and provided scientific oversight on the study.

Testing was conducted at the Maryland Fire and Rescue Institute on twenty 
dates between August 3, 2005, and October 14, 2005. MFRI recruited 200 fire-
fighters between the ages of 21 and 55 for inclusion. Subjects were required to 
possess a minimum of three years’ experience as a firefighter and hold a Fire-
fighter II certification. 

The study said that while firefighters undergo training exercises, they also 
suffer from similar negative effects on their bodies’ functionalities that they 
would in any live fire situation. The study highlights these areas of bodily stress 
and endangerment: cardiac health, thermal stress, inhalation of contaminants, 
disorientation, and panic.

According to the study, cardiac-related events are the single largest identifi-
able cause of training fatalities, as well as the likelihood that the amount of car-
diovascular stress seen in training activities is similar to that of actual live fires. 
In contrast, cardiac-related events do not play nearly as dominant a role as causes 
of nonfatal training injuries, where musculoskeletal injuries dominate all other 
categories. The study also points to the need for a closer future examination of 
heat stress and the importance of investigating rehabilitation and recovery as 
well as exertion.

To view the full study, including a comprehensive list of guidelines for 
training safety, download the PDF here: http://www.mfri.org/fireresearch/hsg/
healthandsafetyguidelines.pdf

Press Release

Photo courtesy of Caitlyn Miller, 
Golden, CO.
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Emergency management and homeland security are rapidly emerging profes-
sions with increasing challenges and escalating public and news media attention. 
Originally, there was one basic law regarding emergency management; now there 
are hundreds. A few rules and regulations were published in the Federal Register 
each year by FEMA; now there are hundreds published by numerous agencies 
and departments. Emergency management was handled by one congressional 
committee; now numerous congressional committees, commissions, and task 
forces deal with emergency management, its concepts, and homeland security. 

The National Commission on Terrorist Attacks Upon the United States 
(commonly called the 9/11 Commission) continues to issue accountability re-
ports. Program baselines, strong guidance, and emerging standards are being 
designed, developed, and implemented to improve and institutionalize structures 
and capabilities. One of the first items of consideration in the current session of 
Congress, almost six years after the event, was the full implementation of The 
9/11 Commission Report recommendations.

The private sector is increasingly a key player because 85 percent of the 
nation’s assets are privately owned. Business continuity is emergency manage-
ment in the private sector. The private sector is a strong partner in the process of 
keeping the homeland safe and secure. The 9/11 Commission recommended that 
private-sector preparedness activities adhere to NFPA 1600, Standard for Dis-
tasaster/Emergency Management and Business Continuity (2007). Public-sector 
emergency managers should work closely with 
the corporate and nonprofit members of their 
communities. 

Additional requirements come from the 
Emergency Management Accreditation Program 
(EMAP) and the Capability Assessment for 
Readiness (CAR) processes. Both are sponsored 
by the National Emergency Management As-
sociation (NEMA), International Association of 
Emergency Managers (IAEM), and the Council 
of State Governments (CSG). FEMA recently 
deployed the EMAP program to all states.

There is no perfect emergency management 
system. There is no perfect prevention, prepared-
ness, mitigation, response, or recovery phase. 
Therefore, as a profession, emergency manage-
ment — and this Handbook — is designed to 
assist and empower those at the local, state, na-
tional, and international levels in seeking con-
tinuous improvement of their programs, plans, 
and personnel. The Emergency Management 
Handbook seeks to explore the historic and 
current guidance of NFPA 1600 and includes the EMAP, details provided from 
CAR, DHS-FEMA guidelines, emergency management elements, the private-sec-
tor component, professional and programmatic best practices to celebrate, and 
lessons learned.

All-Hazards Approach
The Emergency Management Handbook uses and recommends the all-hazards 
approach to emergency management. This approach means that when emergency 
personnel throughout North America and overseas spend time planning, training, 
and exercising (testing or practicing) to prevent, prepare for, mitigate against, 
respond to, and recover from disasters or acts of terrorism, they have a heightened 
state of readiness to handle any and all natural, human-caused, or technical 
disasters.

Preparedness ensures that when a disaster occurs, people are ready to get 
through it safely and respond to it effectively. Whether one is an individual citi-
zen, a volunteer group, or a government agency, preparedness means deciding 
what to do when essential services break down, developing a plan for contingen-
cies, and practicing the plan.

Preparing for potential disasters is important at every level of the emergency 
management system process. It is equally important to the public that the system 
functions in the following ways:

•	 Encourages	state	and	local	planning	and	partnerships

•	 Ensures	resources	are	available

•	 Gives	emergency	personnel	the	joint	training	they	need
•	 Sponsors	regional	multiagency,	multidiscipline	exercises
•	 Distributes	emergency	information	to	the	public

NFPA 1600
NFPA published NFPA 1600 in 2004 (the 2007 edition is now available). The 
standard was endorsed by the 9/11 Commission for private-sector preparedness. 
NFPA 1600 can be downloaded free from the NFPA web site. The Emergency 
Management Handbook has a separate chapter on each of the major components 
of NFPA 1600.

Emergency Management Accreditation Program 
(EMAP)
EMAP assesses jurisdictions based on the requirements of NFPA 1600 as 
applicable to the relevant jurisdiction. The National Emergency Management 
Baseline-Capability Assurance Program (NEMB-CAP) was part of a national 
effort to establish a baseline measurement of the nation’s emergency management 
capabilities for several years.

The EMAP Standard, 2007, is a tool for continuous improvement of a volun-
tary accreditation process for local and state emergency management programs. 

It establishes criteria for the structure and com-
ponents of a viable emergency management 
program. The EMAP Standard and assessment 
process were developed through a collaborative 
initiative involving FEMA, NEMA, IAEM, and 
other stakeholder organizations, including the 
National Governors Association (NGA), Na-
tional League of Cities, and the CSG. The EMAP 
Standard can be downloaded from the NEMA 
web site (registration may be necessary).

State Capability Assessment 
for Readiness (CAR)
The State CAR, a self-assessment conducted 
by states in 1997 and 2000 to assess their 
operational readiness and emergency 
management capabilities is discussed because it 
provides more extensive details regarding items 
mentioned in NFPA 1600 and EMAP. FEMA, in 
partnership with NEMA and state emergency 
managers, created the survey-type instrument for 
states to use. Its 15 core elements or emergency 
management functions are similar to those 

of NFPA 1600. A local CAR was drafted for use at local levels. Several local 
governments and some medical facilities and health care institutions also use it.

Office of Domestic Preparedness
In addition to NFPA 1600, the Emergency Responder Guidelines from the Office 
of Domestic Preparedness (ODP) serve as a standard for first responders. ODP is 
a component of DHS’s Office of State and Local Government Coordination and 
Preparedness (SLGCP). In 2005, SLGCP was incorporated under the Preparedness 
Directorate as the Office of Grants and Training (G&T), which is the federal 
government’s lead agency responsible for preparing the nation against terrorism. 
It was moved under FEMA in 2007 and assists states, local and tribal jurisdictions, 
and regional authorities as they prevent, deter, and respond to terrorist incidents.

Emergency Management Elements
The nature of emergency management and services is such that they involve all 
agencies, all levels of government, private and nonprofit sectors, many related 
professions, and academic communities. Emergency management is a process that 
is intrinsically linked with the following elements:
	 •	 Interagency,	intergovernmental,	interoperable,	and	interdisciplinary	

concepts 
	 •	 Private	and	nonprofit	sector	interests	
	 •	 Guidelines	and	performance-based	standards	

continued from page 1

continued on page 7

The unified command concept is included in the National Incident Management 
System-Incident Command System (NIMS-ICS). These four local, state, and 
federal emergency management officials view areas struck by tornadoes near 
Clarksville, Tennessee in 2003.

IFSTA/FPP Update
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As he began his comments to those gathered at the Second National Firefighter 
Line-of-Duty Death Prevention Summit, outgoing USFA Administrator Charlie 
Dickinson set the tone of the Summit when he asked the audience members to 
begin counting and to stand as they called their number. One-two-three … row 
after row, participants rose until they reached 29. “That,” he said, “is how many 
firefighters have died this year so far in the line of duty.” Those in attendance 
became acutely aware of the task at hand. The progress made as a result of the 
initiatives program is palpable. However, knowing that over 200 firefighters have 
died in the line of duty since 2004 — with many thousands more seriously injured 
— emphasized the urgency and importance of the Summit.
 As occurred in 2004, the Novato conference in March 2007 drew fire service 
leaders from across the United States united in one non-negotiable objective — to 
reduce line-of-duty injuries and deaths.
 The 2007 Summit was convened by the National Fallen Firefighters 
Foundation and the Firefighter Life Safety Initiatives Program to build on the 
success of the first Firefighter Life Safety Summit (2004) during which the 16 Life 
Safety Initiatives were developed — sixteen ideals which are widely recognized as 
providing the “blueprint” for reducing serious line-of-duty injuries and deaths. 
The purpose of the 2007 meeting was to further refine the 16 Life Safety Initiatives 
and to then develop “real world” action plans or focused strategies for fire 
departments. 
 Dominating the Novato meeting (and echoing the results from 2004) was 
the issue of culture change. As the Final Report notes, “The issue of safety culture, 
which sometimes supports undesirable and unsafe behaviors, is the dominant 
factor that must be addressed in order to accomplish the desired reduction in 
firefighter fatalities.” 
 Participants and experts in their respective fields were asked to focus their 
attention within six work group areas: firefighter health and wellness, structural 
fire fighting, wildland fire fighting, fire prevention and education, training and 
research, and vehicle safety. As the groups reported out, it became clear that 
virtually all the recommendations fell into two groups: those that relate to a 
change in cultural behaviors and attitudes and those that are directed toward a 
specific issue or problem. Many of the specific issues (requiring a new technology 
fix or a recommended policy) were viewed as easier for fire departments to 
address. Cultural issues, however, are much more complex and require people 
to fundamentally change their behavior in order to achieve desired outcomes. 
As we have learned since the first Summit, replacing value systems and 
changing personal behaviors on a large scale to reflect a new safety culture can 
be both frustrating and daunting. However, only by doing so will we be able to 
institutionalize the 16 Initiatives and significantly reduce series injuries and their 
by-product, firefighter fatalities. 

Second National 

Firefighter
Line-Of-Duty Death 
Prevention Summit

In the end, nearly 100 recommendations were proffered by the participants 
reflecting the six work groups. Almost all of them, by far, can be viewed as creat-
ing strategies for the new safety culture. They are all targeted at reducing risks in 
the firefighter’s environment and enhancing personal and organizational safety. 
While many of the recommendations are generic and applicable to any fire de-
partment, there are also those which are very specific regarding critical pathways 
for implementation, such as where the NFFF or other fire service organizations 
are encouraged to undertake original research. The Final Report of the Second 
National Firefighter Line-Of-Duty Death Prevention Summit will be available on 
the www.EveryoneGoesHome.com website shortly. 

Dr. Kelly is the program development manager for the Firefighter Life Safety 
Initiatives program. She has been affiliated with the National Fallen Firefighters 
Foundation since 2001 as a writer-consultant and researcher. 

March 3-4, 2007
Novato, California
By JoEllen Kelly, Ph.D. 

Photo courtesy of Rick Montemorra, Mesa Fire Department.

Fire-Rescue International 2007
August 24-25, 2007

Atlanta, GA

IFSAC Fall Meeting
September 20-22, 2007

St. Louis, MO

National Association of Hispanic Firefighters
October 11-13, 2007

St. Louis, MO

*Please note that show dates may be subject to change.

FPP On The Road*

LODD Update
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A growing number of fire departments across North America have implemented 
the use of Compressed Air Foam Systems (CAFS). The reason for an upward trend 
is clear. While using CAFS to increase the capability of water to suppress fire up 
to five times, a department can dramatically improve the service it provides to its 
customers. 

 For internal department customers — firefighters — CAFS bring benefits of 
reduced stress, fatigue, and shortened times for flame knockdown and overhaul. 
This is important since it is well known that stress and existing cardiovascular 
disease are contributing factors to a high percentage of firefighter fatalities. For 
external department customers — the public — CAFS bring benefits of reduced 
property damage from fire and decreased water damage during fire suppression 
operations. 

 Implementing CAFS technology is not without challenges. One challenge 
for fire department administration is that the benefits from CAFS are directly 
proportional to an understanding of what it is and how to correctly use it. A 
firefighter training and education plan is a key part of any fire department’s CAFS 
implementation strategy. 

 The Compressed Air Foam Systems Handbook provides answers to compressed 
air foam implementation challenges. Real-world lessons learned from over 
20 years of fireground experience using CAFS are incorporated into the text. 
It is intended as the primary text for all personnel needing to develop the 
new knowledge and skill level required to efficiently adopt and use this new 
technology. It covers such topics as case studies of structure fire attack using 
CAFS, how to choose which nozzle works best, a sample SOP on calculating 
compressed air foam delivery rates for structure fire fighting, and CAFS effects on 
fire origin and cause investigations.

 The Compressed Air Foam Systems Handbook has a chapter on starting a CAFS 
program, with a tested and proven strategy. It contains action items developed 
by departments that have already gone through the process. For example, when 
starting a CAFS program, the biggest initial obstacle is the firefighter’s deep 
psychological need to perform fireground activities in ways which they have been 
trained to feel at ease. The view of CAFS technology by most firefighters is “new, 
untraditional, uncomfortable, and risky.” Making it past the initial evaluation 

New CAFS Manual
The Compressed Air Foam Systems Handbook
By Dominic Colletti

phase and going on to specify, purchase, 
and take delivery of a new CAFS unit 
means additional tactical foam application 
training is required. When the rubber 
eventually hits the road, the success of 
fire combat using CAFS depends upon 
an attack team’s understanding of how to 
tactically apply foam. 

A chapter on hose, nozzles, and fric-
tion loss covers the ongoing fire service 
debate regarding which specific type of nozzle is “best” 
for fire attack. The data provided helps separate fact from fiction and can be 
used as a guide for departments to arrive at their best choice for their individual 
CAFS nozzle appliance. Also, hoseline friction loss associated with the transport 
of compressed air foam is very different than that of friction loss from water. 
Hydraulic principles alone do not apply. Mixtures of hydraulic and pneumatic 
principles are at work with CAFS. One practical test, under a specific operating 
condition, shows that friction loss of compressed air foam transported by 1-3/4 
inch fire attack hose is higher than the friction loss of transporting water. This 
issue is commonly misunderstood in the fire service.

 In one case study highlighted in the text, a fire department in southwest 
Florida investigating CAFS performed an NFPA 1403 compliant live fire training 
burn in an acquired structure. Compressed air foam application during this burn 
showed the following results:

	 •	 Rapid reduction in temperature of the structure’s interior atmosphere

	 •	 Better interior visibility during fire suppression

	 •	 Quick knockdown of flaming combustion

	 •	 Reduced time and effort needed during overhaul

	 •	 Attack team’s easy advancement of hoseline filled with lightweight 
compressed air foam 

 The department went on to purchase three full-size structural engines with 
integrated CAFS hardware. A full-scale, follow-on live-fire training program 
covered the following topics, which are discussed at length in the textbook:

	 •	 Delivery rate requirements — Formulating required delivery rates of 
compressed air foam for the structure fire attack

	 •	 Hose handling — Stretching and maneuvering compressed air foam filled 
hoses throughout buildings.

	 •	 Nozzles — Handling nozzle reaction force and the procedure required for 
operating nozzles during the interior structure fire attack

	 •	 Foam agent application — How to apply foam during interior/exterior 
applications and for what length of time

	 •	 Overhaul — Operations required when using compressed air foam after 
the bulk of a fire is knocked down. 

 One lesson learned from this department’s exercise was to never 
underestimate the power of a good training program. It has a lot to do with 
firefighters buying in to new technology, such as CAFS. The situation is clear — no 
buy in from the troops means ineffective implementation of new technology. 
Training and education are a vital part of any CAFS program. 

 The use of CAFS as a best practice fire fighting tool is part of a total fire 
fighting solution for virtually every fire department. There is little doubt that when 
CAFS are appropriately implemented into a department’s fire suppression strategy, 
the technology can significantly increase the capability of fire suppression forces 
and firefighters’ safety. The Compressed Air Foam Systems Handbook is designed 
to be a valuable resource to assist departments in preventing problems and 
maximizing ongoing benefits of using compressed air foam. 

Dominic Colletti is a firefighter in Royersford, Pennsylvania, and a former assistant 
fire chief. Colletti has used CAFS technology for more than 20 years and is the 
author of Class A Foam — Best Practice for Structure Firefighters and co-author 
of The Rural Firefighting Handbook and Foam Firefighting Operations 1.         

Live fire training in an acquired structure in southwest Florida included this coordinat-
ed aggressive interior attack with a 1-3/4-inch compressed air foam handline. This evo-
lution, conducted in compliance with NFPA 1403, occurred after a full classroom ses-
sion on the changes in tactics required for the successful, safe application of compressed 
air foam.  
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Comprehensive Fire Service 
Marketing Opportunities 
Through Customer-Centered 
Prevention
By Ben May

Comprehensive fire and safety prevention — largely in the form of education 
— presents the largest opportunity for any department to increase its awareness 
in the community while achieving its primary goal of keeping its citizens safe 
from harm. It would not be too much to say that the effectiveness of fire and safety 
education is to a great degree dependent on the effectiveness of its marketing. 
It would also be true to say that fire prevention and education afford the largest 
opportunity to affect the most people with our visibility, messages, and image. 

The Opportunity
The issue of prevention is probably the single most important emerging 
opportunity for any department to gain visibility among the citizens, institutions, 
and businesses it protects. Prevention provides the department with one of the 
primary functions of its mission — stopping fires and accidents before they occur 
— through the marketing mechanism and to the most people. Think of it this way: 
How many people really use our service at any one time compared to those that 
don’t? When our citizens do need us, they are usually not in a position to receive a 
safety message because by the time they call us, it is already too late. There is also 
the fact that they may be in a life or death situation. At the very least, they are in 
a state of extreme stress and not really in a conducive atmosphere for learning a 
safety message. The best time to be proactive in reaching the most people is when 
we can deliver messages to large amounts of people or to individual business 
owners in a setting conducive to receiving our message and in which they see us 
as the keeper of the safety toolbox. Each is dependent on the other. This is the crux 
of effective marketing and sales. On the one hand, the reason this opportunity has 
emerged deals with the changing nature of our communities and the proliferation 
of information and the communication mechanisms, which make it more readily 
available. On the other hand, marketing has been associated with prevention and 
safety education since these programs began. This kind of marketing is called 
“social marketing” because it is aimed at changing behavior.

Our History is Based on Suppression
The history of the development of the U.S. fire service has followed a suppression 
orientation since its foundation in the 1700s. Typically, the individual who wants 
to become a firefighter is a mission-driven, action-oriented person who sees 
himself or herself as contributing to the common good of his or her community: 
an action hero or heroine. The majority of training and preparation is directed 
toward the goal of taking action in emergency situations, whether a fire, injury or 
accident. These emergency incidents range from small car accidents to multiple 
home conflagrations or mass casualties such as the terrorist attacks on 9/11. 
However, as first responders, it is important to view ourselves as the source 
with the responsibility for all forms of fire and life safety protection. This means 
prevention and education first. While we are trained to respond to action when 
necessary, it is our mission to lead the community in preventing the incident 
before it happens, if possible. Enter the marketing mechanism.

What is Comprehensive Prevention?
As first responders offering a wide range of safety services, the fire department 
has the responsibility for over 17 different services including EMS, haz mat, and 
Homeland Security. Approximately 20 percent of actual responses involve fire 
fighting. I came across the term comprehensive prevention in the recent edition of 
Managing Fire and Rescue Services, edited by Denny Compton and John Granito. 
The term is chock-full of marketing opportunities. Most marketers want to 
“own” the market for all of their products and services. The more we use the term 
comprehensive prevention, the more our customers will get the picture that we 
do offer a wide range of services and they do not all involve fire or responding to 
critical incidents. So in this way comprehensive means the entire array of safety 
services. According to Jim Crawford, Fire Marshall of Portland, Oregon, and 
the author of the chapter on Comprehensive Prevention Programs in Managing 
Fire and Rescue Services, comprehensive prevention involves the following key 
elements: engineering, enforcement, education, and investigation. Engineering 

involves built-in mitigation measures and fixed fire protection before building 
construction begins. The fire marshal’s office has the responsibility of ongoing 
plans review for current code maintenance. Enforcement means the establishment 
of local regulations which mandate how a building will be constructed to mitigate 
fire and life loss. However, engineering and enforcement can only go so far in 
ensuring the protection of lives and property. Most fires — approximately 80 
percent — still occur in single-family dwellings in lower income areas. We know 
that automatic in-home sprinklers will mitigate the fire problem. However, the 
political process of gaining the kind of legislation for this protection is slow 
in coming and even when passed will first apply to new construction. There 
will be little or no effect on low-income groups with old construction. As the 
demographics of our country continue to change, the need for fire and life safety 
education will increase dramatically. Both in-home mitigation and behavior 
change are marketing problems that can be addressed through a marketing plan. 

Finally, investigation is the fourth element of comprehensive prevention. The 
creation of almost all fire codes is the result of lessons learned from past disas-
ters such as the Iroquois Theatre fire in Chicago in 1903, the Triangle Shirtwaist 
fire in New York in 1911, the MGM Grand in Las Vegas fire in 1980, and the 9/11 
World Trade Center terrorist attack in New York in 2001.

The Marketing Challenge
A number of significant challenges now face the fire service. Our communities 
continue to see us in a positive light. However, when it comes to changing 
behavior for our citizens’ protection — whether in the form of educating the 
public or enforcing mandates — the most effective marketing tools are of critical 
use to each fire department. Lack of financial and human resources present major 
obstacles to fulfillment of the prevention and marketing mission. The changing 
nature of our society in composition, income, size, and cultural biases coupled 
with the lack of local departmental resources present a significant challenge to 
the fire service. Add to this the increasing threat of hazardous technologies and 
preparations for the protection of the homeland. 

The following are some of the more significant forces pulling at our ability to 
achieve prevention goals:
	 •	 Cultural	bias	of	the	United	States	that	technology	is	the	only	answer	to	

our problems
	 •	 Attitudes	toward	fire
	 •	 The	fire	service’s	bias	toward	suppression	as	reflected	in	its	training	and	

resources 
In a typical department, less than 2 percent of the budget is devoted to fire 

and safety education, usually staffed with the fewest number of professionals and 
paid the lowest salary. These unsung heroes (in most cases, heroines) are 

Photo courtesy of Bruce Preston, Tyngsboro, MA.
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ingenious in their ability to do their jobs effectively with the meager resources 
they usually possess. Yet they deliver our message to the largest number of 
citizens in many cases. Luckily, programs such as Learn Not to Burn® and Risk 
Watch® from NFPA have extended the ability of the fire educator to deliver the 
message in our schools. The “silver bullet” of technology will not impact low-in-
come housing one iota, nor will education for immigrant groups who do not have 
English as a first language. 

Phil Schaenaman of Tridata has produced a number of seminal works com-
paring Asian and European fire prevention education programs to those in the 
United States. The most significant differences deal with the way these other 
cultures view safety education and personal responsibility as a priority. When an 
accidental fire occurs in a home in Japan, the citizen is ostracized. In the U.S. we 
bring blankets. This is not a judgment on either approach. It just gives us a wider 
range of understanding for educational and mandated options. 

Fire officers in Japan and France, for example, are first assigned to prevention 
and for long periods. They are taught that their primary function is that of an 
engineer who suppresses fire as a last option. This is simply a matter of emphasis. 
It is subtle, but it affects the way firefighters view themselves on the job and how 
the community views safety and their firefighters. In fact, the Institution of Fire 
Engineers, a UK-based society of firefighters, uses the term engineers to apply to 
all professionals who deal with fire prevention and suppression. This especially 
includes firefighters as engineers. 

So, how we see ourselves is one of the key issues with which we must deal 
when we grapple with prevention and education. It is the excitement factor. We 
must look beyond suppression as a necessary function of last resort and see 
ourselves in a multidimensional manner. We should be the activator and guide, 
delivering a wide array of services and knowledge to help our citizens protect 
themselves. This means we must understand how to instill the proactive, mis-
sion-centered mentality to prevention and education so that we are serving the 
need of our citizen customers for safety.

Thanks to the proliferation of information, the increased interest in personal 
and national safety among aging baby boomers, and all of society since 9/11, we 
have a real opportunity to fulfill our mission while increasing or marketing sup-
port. Here is a challenge: read your department’s mission statement. I will bet 
you that in 95 percent of the cases, the words prevention and education are in the 
first or second sentence. It is time to give them the priority they deserve as stated 
in the departmental mission. Their effective marketing can result in a quantum 
leap for our awareness and image in our communities, while fulfilling our pri-
mary mission.
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A passionate advocate of the fire service, Ben May is an authority on the application 
of marketing management to fire and emergency services. He has been a consultant 
to the U.S. Fire Administration where he has taught courses on marketing 
management to chief fire officers and fire fighters. After 25 years as vice president of 
two global marketing firms, his largest client — Walt Disney Company — recruited 
him in 2000 to join a new team responsible for new business development at Epcot® 
at Walt Disney World® Resort. Working with the Disney team, he initiated an 
alliance with Liberty Mutual Insurance Company and USFA to develop the largest 
interactive fire education experience in the world at Epcot, “Where’s the Fire?” which 
receives thousands of guests from around the world annually. May is a member of 
the National Fire Academy’s Society of Executive Fire Officers and the Institution 
of Fire Engineers as well as a member of the Public Information Section of the 
Florida Fire Chief ’s Association and the Society of Fire Protection Engineers. He 
has been a contributing editor for Fire House Magazine and Firehouse.Com for the 
last four years with his monthly column, Marketing ICS. May has a B.A. from the 
University of Oklahoma in Public Affairs and a Master’s Degree in International 
Communications from the American University in Washington, D.C.

Private-Sector Component
As mentioned, the private sector is a key component in emergency management. 
Emergency services personnel will depend upon emergency response private-
sector assets very often to assist with large disasters. An inventory of private-sector 
emergency response resources that could be used in responding to a catastrophic 
event has been conducted for the U.S. National Capital region with profound 
results: It includes a stunning list of response resources owned, operated, and 
offered to the public sector in case of a catastrophic event.

The Business Continuity Institute (BCI) enables members to obtain guidance 
and support from fellow business continuity practitioners. Through its certifica-
tion process, BCI provides internationally recognized status to its members who 
demonstrate their competence to perform business continuity management to a 
consistent high standard. BCI’s mission is to promote the art and science of busi-
ness continuity management.

Disaster Recovery Institute International (DRII) is a nonprofit organization 
that promotes a base of common knowledge for business continuity planning 
through education, assistance, and publication of the standard resource base. It 
also certifies qualified individuals and promotes their credibility and profession-
alism.

DRII sets standards that provide the minimum acceptable level of measur-
able knowledge, thus providing a baseline for levels of knowledge and capabili-
ties. In 1997, DRII, together with BCI, published the Professional Practices for 
Business Continuity Planners as the industry’s international standard.

The private nonprofit organization component is also a key player in emer-
gency management. The Salvation Army, American Red Cross, United Way, 
Catholic Charities, Jewish Federation, United Methodist Interfaith Disaster Re-
lief Council, Interfaith Alliance for Disaster Relief, National Council of Church-
es, Southern Baptist Convention Services, Mennonites, and many more play vital 
roles. Other groups include heavy equipment operators associations and Volun-
tary Organizations Active in Disaster (VOAD).

Kay C. Goss, CEM®, is currently Vice President for Emergency Management and 
Homeland Security at SRA International. She was the Senior Advisor for Home-
land Security, Public Safety, and Emergency Management at Electronic Data Sys-
tems (EDS) with offices in the Washington, DC area and former Associate FEMA 
Director in charge of National Preparedness, Training, and Exercises. She is the 
Training and Education Chair for IAEM and a member of its Certified Emergency 
Manager (CEM®) Certification Commission.

She serves on a number of related boards such as Virginia Commonwealth Pre-
paredness Panel and Critical Infrastructure Protection Subpanel, Corporate Board of 
Fail Safe Safety Systems, Industry Advisory Council of American Public University and 
American Military University, Disaster Management Advisory Board at Istanbul (Tur-
key) Technical University, Emergency Administration and Management Advisory Coun-
cil at Arkansas Tech University, Executive Board of Virginia Emergency Management 
Association, and others.

IFSTA Update
continued from page 3

Emergency medical services (EMS) personnel load a patient onto a helicopter for transport to 
a hospital. EMS also assists with rehabilitation of emergency personnel during lengthy inci-
dents. Courtesy of U.S. Federal Emergency Management Agency. Photo courtesy of Ed Edahl.
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Susan F. Walker
Librarian and Permissions, Fire Protection Publications/IFSTA
Past Chair, inFIRE

inFIRE — the international network for Fire Information and Reference Exchange 
— is a worldwide consortium of libraries with significant collections of fire 
literature. Membership is open to organizations involved in fire research and 
testing, post-secondary fire education and training, fire and emergency services, 
fire protection consulting, and fire insurance, as well as fire associations.  
Member organizations are from Canada, Australia, Denmark, Norway, United 
Kingdom, France, Sweden, New Zealand, and 22 states in the United States. Fire 
Protection Publications Library and Archives is a contributing member.

The conference covered four days of presentations and tours.  The informa-
tion from the speakers was a mixture of library-related and fire-related informa-
tion.  We heard presentations on emergency disaster and crisis management, 
from a BC firefighter and burn survivor and her work with The Future is Mine 
program, a discussion of the NFPA sponsored Coalition for Fire Safe Cigarettes.   

Day two of the conference began a two hour program on conflict resolution 
which is part of the JIBC curriculum.  I thought this would be full of role-playing 
and not interesting but it was actually quite good.  Other topics were the coop-
eration between the US and Canada on border security in the era of terrorism, 
the unique needs of the first response team when responding to calls at meth labs 
and grow (marijuana) houses presented by an IFSTA committee member and 
Assistant Fire Chief from Port Coquitlam, and the response to disasters with the 
Canadian Disaster Animal Response Team.

The third day of the conference, topics included the use of RSS feeds in 
library websites and the unique cross-training of a librarian designated to be 
trained to assist in the center command post during the recent wildfires that 
burned thousands of acres in Western Australia. British Columbia’s Deputy Fire 
Commissioner talked about the joint first responders’ plans for preparation for 
the 2010 Olympics being held in Vancouver.  We heard about the 100 year history 

of the NFPA Journal and informa-
tion concerning fire research for 
publication in the new millennium 
in Fire Technology.  Rounding off 
day three was a discussion about 
the BC Electronic Library Network.  The last day the program director for the 
Fire and Safety Division talked about work with juvenile firesetters in British 
Columbia.  

The JIBC staff were generous with the time and offered tours through the 
center, including the firing range in the basement, the fire training grounds at 
nearby Maple Hill that required a bus trip in a restored 1963 Greyhound bus, 
and the new JI building itself which is designed to provide built-in, aesthetically 
pleasing in-house training including a rappeling feature, mock apartment with 
all padded furniture for hostage negotiation training, and a mock court room 
for legal experience.  We weren’t allowed to wear open toe shoes at the train-
ing facility so I had to “borrow” a pair of firefighter boots.  It is hard to walk in 
those things and I have a photo.  We visited the Centre for Exercise Design & 
Simulation, a state of the art facility that had opened the week before.  They were 
preparing an exercise for BC first responders for the impending flooding of the 
Frazer River in Vancouver.  A paddleboat dinner on the Frazer River was almost 
cancelled because of the possibility of the flooding but the water had dropped 
enough to allow the cruise.  Our tour host described the history of fires along the 
river in Vancouver.  A highlight for the librarians was watching a barge the size 
of a football field dump a load of logs into the river.  

It’s an honor and a privilege to have served as chairperson of this organiza-
tion for the last four years.  The sharing of information and the caliber of the 
presentations at the conferences provide an invaluable resource for providing 
up-to-date accurate information for our organizations.

2007 inFire Conference

2007 inFIRE Conference, Beyond Borders, Library Cooperation, 2007

Justice Institute of British Columbia, New Westminster, BC

Photo courtesy of Sarah Kaufmann.


